President Presidential Candidate Platforms Camille Hattwig Cooper Robertson Timothy Billing
Please note: Eric Cohen has withdrawn his candidacy....
--Verifying Candidates...

Cooper Robertson
Camille Hattwig
Timothy Billing
Kermit the Frog
Batman
Zack Barnes
Betty White
Brianna Asman
Eric Cohen, Eric cohen
Jack Pickett
Brad Blackburn
Jeetgiri Gauswami
N/A, Other, Placeholder, ..., Not enough candidates, No others to elect, NA, other, no one, theres no other options, No, n/a, John Tubbs III
anyone else, literally anyone else
Kelty Pierce, Bernie Sanders, Kelty, Kelty 2020
Alex Chang
George Bush
Jesus of Nazareth
Jack Reischman
x
Alan Li
Reiden Chea
Eden Davis
Cole Seavey
No Confidence, no confidence in either
Doja Cat
Five danger heck
Paul Codd
And his name is John Cena
Jackie Geannacopulos
Sam Wheelock
hayoung jung
Charlotte Whiting
Luke Rogan

harry the husky
Me lol
Dorian
Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Byung Min
Cole Haegglund
Tyler Mi
Logan Jarrell
Trevor Hunt
Lucas Olson
Gloria. Reyes
Brad Oliver
Aida Moghadasi
Jonathan Zhang
Connor Mudgett
Harkiran Singh
Anna Chu
Martin Van
Buren
Sarah Champ
Dennis Godin
Sam Pelly
Jebrial Haisson
Jeff Menaker
Dalton Owens,
DALTON
OWENS
Gregorius Hanzel
Jon Costa
Joe Exotic
Bradley Oliver
Patrick Olson
Levi Casto
Ryan Carroll

Mai Frey
Ana Marie
Cauce
Mike
Yousuf
Emma
south park
DUBS 2
Sam
Akeyo
Spencer
Lively
brack
obama
Cheers
alex
Petru
Constantin
Patrick
Duffie
William Fowler
Andrey Risukhin
Ryan Steybe
Joseph R Biden
Usman Khan
Zachary Welker
Deb Dey
Max Bryla
Ziva Xu
Antonio
Gonzalez
not
#whitefeminism
Lucas Godfrey

-Done.
-Race Completed

Vice President
Vice Presidential Candidate Platforms
Dalton Owens Rae Lo...
--Verifying Candidates...
Dalton Owens, DALTON OWENS
Rae Lo
Robin
Zack Barnes
Sandra Bullock
Vanessa lam
Jack Pickett
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else
Jeremy Steckler
Eddie Torres
jesus of Nazareth
Cooper Robertson
Chris Peterson
N/A, ..., Other, Not enough candidates, none, no one, , No, n/a
x
Mary McNulty
Spencer Rex
No Confidence
Kevin Mendez
Paul Codd
Campus Squirrel, Campus Squirrels, Squirrels
Sam Wheelock
Bashar al-Assad
Andrey Risukhin
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Connor Hudson
Martina Povolo
Debbie Mower
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Frank Cui
Toby Pindus
Sydney Roberts
Optimus Prime
Logan Moore
Zachary Welker
Ursher Raymond
Alex Davidson
Ana Marie Cauce
Trevor Hunt
southpark
Jack George
Sorana Nance
Davis strand
Marcus Lux
Katie Sophie Gonser
Abadir Mohmoud
Tenzin Namgyal
Harkiran Singh
Dick Cheney
Jake Renn
Dennis Godin
Hank Elmajian

-Done.
-Race Completed

Director of University Affairs
University Affairs Candidate Platforms
Maha Sohail AlHomoud
Clara Coyote...
--Verifying Candidates...

Maha Sohail AlHomoud
Clara Coyote
Zack Barnes
Jack Pickett
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else
Clairo
Billy Mitchell
jesus of nazareth
Rae Lo
Ron Mattso
N/A, none, None, n/a,
x
onwasdf
Sam Akeyo
Paul Codd
Sam Wheelock
Andrey Risukhin
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Aidan Gertz
Annie Suh
Alyssa Machado
Wile E Coyote
Henry Kissinger
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Adam Newton
Cassius Clay  
Calvin Jensen  
Zachary Welker  
Asa Akira  
buzzwords aren't competence  
Trevor Hunt  
Evan Eggerud  
Ben cleano  
-Done.  
-Race Completed

Director of Internal Policy Director of Internal Policy Candidate Platform Antonio Gonzalez...  
--Verifying Candidates...  
Antonio Gonzalez  
Mustapha Samateh  
Zack Barnes  
Ryan Reynolds  
John Tubbs III  
Anyone Else  
Abigail Dahl  
Bobby Shmirda  
Jesus of nazareth  
Cooper Robertson  
N/A, none,  
Teng-Jui Lin  
x  ;lh  
Alan Li  
No Confidence  
Sahra Ibrahim  
Sam Wheelock  
Timothy Billing  
Clara Coyote  
Andrey Risukhin  
Joseph Schweitzer  
Dorian Alexander  
Tyler Yoon  
Sophia Romero  
Garrett Finucane  
Andrew Simon  
Jack Reinhardt  
Kieven (Hawaii)  
Nancy Pelosi  
Jake Renn  
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Zach Cole
The green M&M
Chris Breezy
UW squirrels, uw squirrels
Jake Heffner
-Done.
-Race Completed

Director of Community Relations Director of Community Relations Candidate Platforms
Alex Schroeder Kaitlyn Carter...
--Verifying Candidates...
Alex Schroeder
Kaitlyn Carter
Harambe
Zack Barnes
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else, anyone else
Victoria Dahl
Jill Stein
Jesus of Nazareth
Antonio Gonzalez
Anyone besides Jack Reischman
N/A, None, none,
x
No Confidence
Sarah Shaklan
Sam Wheelock
Jacob Smith
Andrey Risukhin
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
John Numbers
Nikash Narula
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Emily Noble
Count Chocula
Leslie Knope
Wesley Bahng
Whitefish, Montana!
Campus Squirrels
Sara Mustre-del Rio
-Done.
-Race Completed

Director of Diversity Efforts Director of Diversity Efforts Candidate Platforms Vanessa Lam
Rachel Smithers...
--Verifying Candidates...
Vanessa Lam
Rachel Smithers
Zack Barnes
Cooper Robertson
Jack Pickett
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else
Ana Bray
Jesus of Nazareth
You?
N/A, none,
x
Lauryn Hanley
Cooper Robinson
Sam Wheelock
Andrey Risukhin
Gregorious Hanzel
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Anna Marie Cauce
Khalifa
Marc Capati
Arijeet
Howard Zinn
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Trey Tamaki
Alex Marvin
Zachary Welker
Michael Scott
Eric Cohen
Campus Squirrels
I believe Tara Reade
-Done.
-Race Completed
Director of Programming

Director of Programming Candidate Platforms

Rahul Prasad

--Verifying Candidates...

Rahul Prasad, Rahul Prasad!
Zack Barnes
Jack Pickett
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else
Dick Johnson
Jesus of Nazareth
Cooper Robertson
x
Grace Funsten
asdf
Priyanka Saraf
Sam Wheelock
Eric Cohen
Andrey Risukhin
Riley Rogan
none,
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Byung Min
Sebastian Fors
Stuart Reges
Jake Renn
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Bill Gates
Timmy
Zachary Welker
Manoj Parmesan
Alex Schroeder
Dani
stolen red square brick
UW squirrels, uw squirrels
Go to Joe 30330
-Done.
-Race Completed

Director of Campus Partnerships

Director of Service and Partnerships

Candidate Platforms

Wesley Bahng
Mohammed Waleed Khan...

--Verifying Candidates...
Mohammed Waleed Khan, Walked Khan, Mohammad Khan
Wesley Bahng
Squirrels
Zack Barnes
Jack Pickett
John Tubbs III
Anyone Else
Maggie Piper
Abby Nicholson
Jesus of Nazareth
Cooper Robertson
Whoever invented pizza rolls
N/A, Placeholder, none,
x
Brianna Asman
Sam Wheelock
Andrey Risukhin
Dorian Alexander
Tyler Yoon
Sophia Romero
Chris Pratt
Tyler
Nikki Haley
Dennis Godin
Jeff Menaker
Jon Costa
Russell Wilson
Ice age baby
Mike Bloomberg
Eric Cohen
UW
FYI - Khan's link is broken!
cherry blossom tourists
Kevin Mendez
Sushi Raw
-Done.
-Race Completed

Running Tally: VoterInfo...
--ASUW Eligibility Please note: Choosing "no" will invalidate your entire ballot submission. Your vote will not count. Are you currently, or do you wish to become a member of the Associated Students of the University of Washington (ASUW)- Seattle to be eligible to vote in this 2020 ASUW Election?...
--Voter Demographics Information provided below is optional and is used for statistical purposes only. Please select your living community....
--Please list your class standing....
--Formatting html output...
-**Done.**

Running Tally: PostBallot...
--Formatting html output...
-**Done.**